
TRAVEL PLANNER  
FOR GROUPS AND INDIVIDUALS
Book your stay with the Regensburg experts

www.regensburg.us.com  |  www.regensburg.uk.com

Regensburg |  © RTG I photos: bauercom.eu



REGENSBURG TOURIST OFFICE

TRAVELLING TO REGENSBURG

SERVICES FOR GROUPS:
 + Organising guided tours  
in 12 languages

 + Organising one-day stays  
and multiple-day packages

 + Accommodation for groups

 + Land-program for river cruises

BY PLANE
Distance from international airports:
+ Munich: 85 km
+ Nuremberg: 110 km
+ Frankfurt / Main: 335 km

BY TRAIN
You can travel to Regensburg by train – it’s quick and  
convenient. Several options are on offer including the high 
speed ICE. Regensburg lies on the international route linking 
Amsterdam – Brussels – Vienna – Budapest. 
There are connections from Regensburg to Berlin, Dresden, 
Hamburg, Hanover, Dortmund, Cologne, Frankfurt / Main, 
Karlsruhe, Stuttgart, Warsaw, Prague and Munich.

BY CAR
+ Highway A3:  

Cologne – Frankfurt – Nuremberg –  
Regensburg – Passau – Vienna

+ Highway A93:  
Munich – Regensburg – Weiden – Hof – Dresden

+ A-roads / Interstates:  
B 8, B 15, B 16
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Airport Shuttle  
Regensburg  Munich
www.airportliner.com

SERVICE
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YOUR CONTACT:
Julia Drescher, Heike Kober,  
Nicole Riepl and Elke Schmoll: 
Phone: +49 941 507-5412, -3417,  -3413  
Fax: -4419 
tourismus@regensburg.de

EXCELLENT SERVICE QUALITY
Our team offers you a full range of services, from planning your trip to managing  
reservations.

Our team  |  © RTG



ANNUAL EVENTS

JANUARY / FEBRUARY
+ Various cultural exhibitions  

in our museums  

MARCH
+ Regensburg Short Film Week  

MAY
+ Days of Old Music
+ Maidult | beer fair, Regensburg’s  

mini-version of the Oktoberfest
+ Sunday after Ascenion Day:  

Regensburg Marathon  

EVENTS

JUNE
+ 1st Sunday in June:  

UNESCO World Heritage Day 
+ Witch dances and fairy spell |  

medieval festival

JUNE / JULY 
+ Organ recital at St Peter’s Cathedral  

every Wed. at 8 p.m.
+ Bavarian Jazz Weekend  

in the Old Town  
+ Regensburger Spectaculum |  

medieval market 

JULY
+ Open Air Music Festival in the  

courtyard of the Thurn and Taxis Palace 
+ Last Sunday of July: Arber Bike Marathon

AUGUST / SEPTEMBER
+ Herbstdult | beer fair, Regensburg’s 

mini-version of the Oktoberfest

DECEMBER 
+ Christmas concerts of the Regensburger 

Domspatzen (Cathedral Sparrows)
+ Three traditional Christmas Markets &  

the Romantic Christmas Market  
in the court yard of the Palace
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FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT:
www.regensburg.us.com

OR CONTACT US:
Phone: +49 941 507-4410
tourismus@regensburg.de

Bavarian Jazz Weekend  |  © RTG  |  photo: Michael Vogl Maidult – beer fair  |  © RTG  |  photo: bauercom.eu

Open Air Music Festival in the courtyard of the Thurn and Taxis Palace  |  © RTG  |  photo: bauercom.eu



BAVARIAN HOSPITALITY

4  Duration in minutes  |   max. persons per group

GUIDED BREWERY TOUR  
AT THE KNEITINGER BREWERY 
Discover Bavarian “Gemütlichkeit” (warmth 
and friendliness) in Regensburg’s favourite 
brewery. The history of this family brewery 
dates back to the 15th century. Sample  
the flavourful brews before picking up  
your personal “brewer‘s certificate”.

 60  |   10 - 25
Later, enjoy a Bavarian meal at the famous  
Kneitinger brewpub (see page 11).

GUIDED BREWERY TOUR  
AT THE BISCHOFSHOF BREWERY 
Visit Regensburg’s state-of-the-art 
brew house. Local traditions blend 
with high- technology at Regensburg’s 
largest brewery. Mediapresentation,  
souvenir glass and tasting included.

 75  |   10 - 25
Tours with three-course-menu available.

BAVARIAN HOSPITALITY  
The UNESCO World Heritage site Regens-
burg is home to three charity breweries.  
So, drinking beer in Regensburg is always  
a charitable activity! The Bavarian 
Purity Law completed 500 years in 2016. 
Learn more about Bavarian beer or 
just enjoy yourself in one of the many 
beer-gardens.

MEET J.G. NATTERMANN, BEER TASTER TO HIS MAJESTY
Experience a special beer-tasting with J.G. Nattermann, royal Bavarian beer taster. He comes 
to your table and talks to you about the “good old times” and the aromas and nuances in 
the taste of Bavarian beer. The act presented by Nattermann is a perfect accompaniment
for three-course meals and buffets. The beers that are ordered individually are used for tasting. 

 30  |   up to 24  |  € 349
 60 (Two scenes, 30 min each)  |   up to 50  |  € 439
 Whole evening (3 -4 scenes, 30 min each)  |   more than 50  |  € 639

Plus a meal for the actor.

Musterstraße

Musterstraße
Musterstraße

300 400 500 m2001000

Busterminal
Stadtamhof

Bäckergasse

World Heritage 
Visitor Centre

Main train 
stationHBF

Museum of 
Bavarian History 
under construction, opening 2018

Price  
per person 
starting at

€ 9

Price  
per person 
starting at

€ 9
Price  

per group 
starting at

€ 349
 © Nattermann

 © Kneitinger
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 © Linde



BAVARIAN HOSPITALITY

 Duration in minutes  |   max. persons per group 5

BARLEY JUICE AND HOSPITALITY
Listen to stories about life in Regensburg pubs in the “good old days”. Where were the 
old, traditional inns located? Where did the regulars meet and how could you become 
one of them? Why did the breweries come up with beer-gardens and what was their 
purpose? An entertaining cultural history of beer and hospitality in Regensburg.

 120 - 150  |   20 - 29  |  € 89 per person
 120 - 150  |   30 - 49  |  € 79 per person
 120 - 150  |   50 - 80  |  € 69 per person

Incl. Bavarian three-course menu and selected drinks. Also available as theme-tour through Regensburg.

BEERTASTING
You will learn fun facts about how 
beer-brewing started in Bavaria and 
why it was mostly the monasteries that 
mastered the art of brewing. Our guide 
will present 3 - 5 beers and narrate the 
history of traditional local breweries.

 60  |   10-100
Plus cost of beer, snacks on request and  
technique if necessary.

MAKE YOUR OWN  
SAUSAGES – IN THE OLD TOWN
Together with an expert you can 
make your own “Weisswürste” or 
“Bratwürste”. Enjoy them afterwards 
with a pretzel and some sweet  
Händlmaier mustard.

 90 - 120  |   up to 15

BREW YOUR OWN BEER
Create your own unique beer together 
with our experts at the Spital brewery, 
and get the opportunity to sample a 
variety of brews and pair them with 
local specialities.
Also available as show brewing  
(up to 70 people).

 210  |   10 - 20
8 samples paired with bread, cheeses and meats.

Price  
per person

€ 89

Musterstraße
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300 400 500 m2001000

Busterminal
Stadtamhof

Bäckergasse

World Heritage 
Visitor Centre

Main train 
stationHBF

Museum of 
Bavarian History 
under construction, opening 2018

Price 
per group

€ 440

Price 
per person

€ 105

Price 
per group

€ 220
Beergarden  |  © RTG  |  photo: bauercom.eu  © Kneitinger



BOOK YOUR STAY WITH THE REGENSBURG EXPERTS

6 For all other tours please contact: Phone: +49 941 507-3413, -3417, -5412  |  tourismus@regensburg.de

SIGHTSEEING HIGHLIGHTS

DOCUMENT ALTES RATHAUS –  
PERPETUAL IMPERIAL ASSEMBLY 
MUSEUM WITH TORTURE CHAM-
BER▾

Regensburg made history in the Old Town 
Hall. From 1663 to 1806 the Perpetual 
Imperial Assembly met here, brought a lot 
of wealth and power to Regensburg and 
constituted the beginnings of European  
Parliamentarism. Visit the imperial 
Assembly hall and the torture chamber in 
the cellar where persons charged with an 
offense were “questioned”. Guided tours 
for individuals available.

 60

DOCUMENT NIEDERMÜNSTER▾

Take an archaeological journey through 
time in Document Niedermünster located 
right next to the cathedral. Experience 
the time period between 179 B.C., when 
the Roman fortress was built, and the 12th 
century, when the Romanesque Nieder-
münster was erected. The 3D-animation 
will give you a comprehensive idea of 
the life of Roman soldiers, how the site 
was changed for civil use and then into a 
church. Guided tour only. 

THURN AND TAXIS PALACE▾

In the middle of the 18th century, the 
princess of Thurn and Taxis, founder of the 
first large-scale postal service in Europe 
(15th century), turned the former monas-
tery into a magnificent castle-residence. 
The palace is a must-see and is said to have 
more rooms than the Buckingham Palace 
in London. Guided tours for individuals 
available. 

 90 

DOCUMENT NEUPFARRPLATZ•

Regensburg’s greatest archaeological exca-
vations to this day. The cross-section takes 
you from the Roman officers’ dwellings 
through the medieval Jewish quarter with 
its synagogue to an air-raid shelter from 
World War II. Guided tour only. 

 60

DOCUMENT SCHNUPFTABAKFABRIK 
(SNUFF FACTORY)•

The former buildings of the Bernard 
Schnupftabalfabrik (snuff factory) were 
comprehensively restored after having 
been vacated. Three large rooms were 
intentionally preserved in their original 
condition. Guided tour only. 

•BOOK GUIDED TOURS HERE:
Office museum guides 
Keplerstraße 5  |  93047 Regensburg
Phone: +49 941-507-3442  |  Fax: -4449
museumsfuehrungen@regensburg.de

ST PETER’S CATHEDRAL▾

The only Gothic Cathedral in Bavaria is 
located at the heart of the diocese, and 
is Regensburg’s best known landmark. 
Once you are done admiring the impres-
sive facade, you can feel the grandeur of 
the building when you enter it and see 
the marvellous light created by the glass 
windows. The world’s largest hanging or-
gan accompanies the famous boys’ choir 
Regensburger Domspatzen (“Cathedral 
Sparrows”) during the mass (10 a.m.) on 
Sundays and religious holidays. Guided 
tours for individuals available

 75

DOCUMENT LEGIONSLAGERMAUER•

The most impressive remains of the 
Wall of the Legionary Fort were found 
in the multi-storey car park in the 
Dachau platz, along with the northeast 
and southeast corners of the former 
fortress. These are freely accessible sec-
tions of the Wall of the Legionary Fort.

BMW PLANT REGENSBURG▾

Visit the production halls and the paint-
spray line as part of a guided tour through 
the BMW plant. BMW celebrates its 100 
year-anniversary in 2016.

 120

St Peter‘s Cathedral  |  © RTG  |  photo: bauercom.eu

Document Schnupftabakfabrik  |  © RTGBMW plant Regensburg  |  © BMW Group Werk Regensburg Document Niedermünster  |  © Domkapitel Regensburg

Thurn and Taxis Palace  |  © RTG  |  photo: bauercom.eu Imperial Assembly  |  © RTG  |  photo: Clemens Mayer



BOOK YOUR STAY WITH THE REGENSBURG EXPERTS

 Duration in minutes  |   max. persons per group  |  * subject to modifications 7

GUIDED TOURS

REGENSBURG IS COOL – FOR 
TEENAGERS AND YOUNG ADULTS▾

You don’t fancy history?  
You don’t fancy old ruins? 
Our guides – sometimes cool, some-
times cult – will make you crazy about 
good old Regensburg!

 90  |   25

UNESCO WORLD HERITAGE▾

Since July 13th 2006, Regensburg has been 
inscribed on the UNESCO List of World 
Heritage Sites, and deservedly so: the 
authentic Old Town ensemble is unique, 
featuring a remarkably high number of 
historical buildings within a relatively small 
area. Regensburg today lives with and is 
surrounded by this great heritage as if it 
were the most natural thing in the world.

 120  |   25

EXPERIENCE A HISTORIC CITY▾

During this individually customised tour you 
can get acquainted with the Old Town, with 
its patrician towered houses, the cathedral, 
the Old Town Hall (all from the outside), the 
Stone Bridge and the Porta Praetoria. 
Guided tours in: German, English, French, 
Italian, Dutch, Portuguese, Polish, Russian,  
Spanish, Czech, Ukrainian, Hungarian, 
Chinese and Japanese.

 90  |   25 

Price  
per group

€ 85*

Price  
per group

€ 124*

▾BOOK HERE:
Phone: +49 941 507-3413, -3417, -5412
tourismus@regensburg.de

Price  
per group

€ 85

 

RENDEZVOUS WITH EUROPE▾

Regensburg was a scene of the Perpetual 
Imperial Diet, with its diplomats from all 
over Europe; meeting place for Europe’s 
high nobility and much more. This “scenic 
tour” incorporating actors brings European 
personalities and events from times gone 
by back to life. Regensburg has always 
been a European city of culture.

 150  |   25

Price  
per group

€ 315*

GUIDED TOURSPECIAL OFFER TO TOP UP YOUR REGULAR TOUR

Visit the Old Town and the most important sightseeing points in Regensburg with a 
regular guided tour. Then go to the “document Schnupftabakfabrik (snuff factory)“ to 
get a short insight into snuff production in former times.

GUIDED CITY TOUR –  
EXPERIENCE A  
HISTORIC CITY▾ 

 90  |   25

SHORT VISIT TO DOCUMENT  
SCHNUPFTABAKFABRIK  
(SNUFF FACTORY)▾ 

 15  |   25
The short tour is only possible in  
combination with the guided city tour.

Price  
per group

€ 85
Price  

per group

€ 35

Regensburg is cool  |  © RTG Cathedral  |  © RTG  |  photo: bauercom.eu Guided tour  |  © RTG  |  photo: bauercom.eu

Rendezvous with Europe  |  © KulttourenOld Town  |  © RTG  |  photo: bauercom.eu



SUGGESTIONS FOR INDIVIDUALS: 
2 NIGHTS INCLUDING BREAKFAST IN A HOTEL IN REGENSBURG

 

GROUP PACKAGES: 

8 ** Calculated for 20 participants. We will be glad to provide a price quote for larger or smaller groups on request.

BOOK YOUR STAY WITH THE REGENSBURG EXPERTS

DAY 1:
 + Guided tour (see page 7) or discover 
almost 2,000 years of history with one 
of our special themed tours (religious, 
culinary, etc.) – Just ask us!

 + Lunch at the Historic Sausage Kitchen, 
the world´s oldest sausage kitchen

 + Boat trip Regensburg/Walhalla/
Regensburg on the Swarovski ship  - 
EXCLUSIVELEY MADE WITH SWAROVSKI 
ELEMENTS (April – October),   105

Price per  
person in a  

double room from

€ 219**

Price per  
person in a  

double room from

€ 239**

TRADITIONAL REGENSBURG (CLASSIC)
+ Two nights in a hotel in the heart of the Old Town (incl. breakfast)
+ Guided tour of the city  |   90
+ Tour of the Thurn and Taxis palace  |   90
+ Traditional sausage & sauerkraut at the Historic “Wurstkuchl” 

(sausage kitchen)

UNESCO WORLD HERITAGE
+ Two nights’ accommodation incl. breakfast
+ Guided tour “Past + Present = Future”  |   90
+ Short boat trip on the river Danube  |   50 

or guided tour through St. Peter’s Cathedral  |   75

Regensburg  |  © RTG  |  photo: bauercom.eu
UNESCO World Heritage 
© RTG  |  photo: bauercom.eu

DAY 2:
 + Visit the UNESCO world heritage 
center in the Salzstadel, next to the 
Steinerne Brücke (Stone Bridge)  
admission is for free
 + Time for shoppping (unique shopping 
ideas, see last page)
 + Lunch at the Regensburger Ratskeller 
or Weissbräuhaus, enjoy a excursion 
(see page 11)
 + Enjoy our sightseeing highlights such 
as St. Peter‘s Cathedral, the Thurn and 
Taxis Palace, the Document Altes  
Rathaus, the Perpetual Imperial 
Assembly Museum with Torture  
Chamber, etc. (see page 6)

DAY 3:
 + Could be an excursion in the region  
(see page 10), a daytrip to, e.g., Munich 
or Nuremberg, or some special interest 
program such as a guided brewery tour  
or sausage seminar (see pages 4 – 6,  
bookable for individuals at group rate).

 + Stroll through the Old Town with its more 
than 1,000 protected monuments which 
are part of a UNESCO world heritage site, 
or relax in a beer garden or café
 + Dinner at a traditional restaurant  
(see page 11)
 + Afterwards enjoy Regensburg´s nightlife. 
With more than 30,000 students, you will 
experience a very young city within old 
walls.

Historic Wurstkuchl |  © RTG I photo: Agentur Fouad-Vollmer Ratskeller |  © RTG I photo: Agentur Fouad-Vollmer

Regensburg  |  © RTG  |  photo: bauercom.eu
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BOOK YOUR STAY WITH THE REGENSBURG EXPERTS

CHRISTMAS AND NEW YEAR

REGENSBURGER CHRISTKINDLMARKT NEUPFARRPLATZ
This traditional Bavarian Christmas market was mentioned as far back as 1791. 
It was chosen as most popular Bavarian Christmas market in a facebook vote in 
2015. For more information about what is on offer, the specialities and program, 
visit www.christkindlmarkt-regensburg.de

ROMANTIC CHRISTMAS MARKET 
WITH TRADITIONAL CRAFTS AT THURN AND TAXIS CASTLE
“One of the ten most beautiful Christmas markets in the world!“ That is what 
the trade press and thousands of visitors had to say about the lovingly  
designed Christmas village with the picturesque palace backdrop.  
For information and entrance fees: www.wm-tut.de

LUCREZIA MARKET 
ART AND CULTURE AT HAIDPLATZ AND KOHLENMARKT
The Lucrezia Market presents high-quality, self-designed and self-made objects 
and a cultural program on two stages. It is accompanied by an art exhibition in 
the nearby Thon-Dittmer courtyard and Sigismund Chapel. The magic of this 
market makes a stroll through Haidplatz and Kohlenmarkt a special experience 
for both children and adults. More information at www.lucrezia-markt.de

ADVENT MARKET IN THE KATHARINENSPITAL 
ENCHANTING PRE-CHRISTMAS SEASON IN STADTAMHOF
The atmospheric Christmas market in the Katharinenspital is something very 
special, with the fragrance of roasted almonds and mulled wine wafting 
through the air. Besides the camp fire and with a view of the cathedral, you can 
listen to the sounds of the live bands or savour exceptional culinary delicacies. 
Intimate and unique. For the program, please visit www.stadtmaus.de

REGENSBURG CHRISTMAS MAGIC
This Christmas special is a fascinating stroll 
through the festively decorated lanes and 
streets with the unmistakable atmosphere 
of bustle and anticipation.

WE ANNOUNCE THE 
MUCH-LOVED ADVENT
This scenic tour brings to life  
the quiet, mysterious period of  
old traditions and familiar customs.

REGENSBURG CRYSTAL FLEET 
EXCLUSIVELY MADE WITH SWAROVSKI  
ELEMENTS
+ Exciting round trip:  

Regensburg-Walhalla-Regensburg 
+ Advent excursion with buffet
+ Christmas magic
+ Christmas boat trip with gala buffet
+ New Year‘s Eve Gala with the Crystal Fleet

REGENSBURG PASSENGER  
SHIP-FAHRT KLINGER 
+ Christkindl excursion
+ Breakfast and Christmas Magic
+ Advent-Matinée
+„Staad is de Zeit ... “ (Quiet Times) –  

words and songs of contemplation
+ New Year’s Eve gala on the Danube on  

the MS Fürstin Gloria: (incl. menu)  

OUR SPECIAL TIP:  
EXPERIENCE TOURS  
IN THE ADVENT PERIOD

With  
Christmas music,  
fairy tale telling,  

Christmas biscuits 
and punch

With acting,  
music, mulled  

wine and  
Christmas  

biscuits

THE OPENING DAYS OF CHRISTMAS MARKETS, AS WELL AS  
THE TOURS ANDS BOAT TRIPS, ALTERNATE EVERY YEAR.

For more information please check our webpage or 
contact tourismus@regensburg.de

© RTG  |  photo: bauercom.eu © RTG I photo: Agentur Fouad-Vollmer

© RTG I photo: Altrofoto

MS Fürstin Gloria I © RTG I photo: Büttmer

© RTG  |  photo: Spitalbrauerei Regensburg © RTG  |  photo: Spitalbrauerei Regensburg

© RTG  |  photos: Romantic Christmas market

© RTG  |  photo: Peter Ferstl © RTG  |  photo: Peter Ferstl



BOAT TRIPS ON THE RIVER DANUBE

BOAT TRIPS WITH WURM&KÖCK:
+ Boat round-trip to Walhalla on a crystal ship  

EXCLUSIVELY MADE WITH SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS 
 105 without stop  |   225 with stop 

+ Discover the famous Donaustrudel under the Stone Bridge 
with a historic rebuilt-ship  |   45

BOOK YOUR STAY WITH THE REGENSBURG EXPERTS

 

EXCURSIONS IN THE REGION

10   Duration in minutes

BOAT TRIPS WITH KLINGER: 
+ Boat round-trip to Walhalla  |   180 with stop 
+ Strudel (whirlpool) trip in Regensburg: Discover the 

famous Donaustrudel under the Stone Bridge  |   50 
+ Twofer: Enjoy the famous Donaustrudel under the Stone 

Bridge on the Siebnerin, a historic rebuilt-ship, cruise to 
Walhalla and back and eat a “Strudel”  |   110  (only Wed. and 
Thurs.; use of historic ship depends on weather conditions)

BAVARIAN FOREST 
Extensive woodland areas, mountain peaks 
with fascinating views, crystal factories 
and many museums.

DONAUDURCHBRUCH (DANUBE GORGE) 
Boat trip from Kelheim through the 
scenically enchanting Danube Gorge to the 
Benedictine Abbey of Weltenburg with the 
oldest monastery brewery in the world.

BEFREIUNGSHALLE KELHEIM 
(LIBERATION HALL) 
Built by King Ludwig I in memory of 
the Wars of Liberation fought by the 
German states against Napoleon.

BOOK HERE:
Phone: +49 941 507-3413, -3417, -5412
tourismus@regensburg.de

© Regensburger Personen-Schifffahrt Klinger GmbH

Kelheim  |  © Tourismusverband Kelheim Abbey of Weltenburg  |  © Tourismusverband Kelheim Crystal factory  |  © RTG

Walhalla  |  © RTG  |  photo: bauercom.eu Crystal ship  |  © Wurm+Köck

Opening of the Museum 
of Bavarian History 

100 year  
anniversary of 
the Free State  
of Bavaria

2018: 2019: 

Situated directly in the Old Town of Regensburg at the shore of the river Danube this state museum will 
present exhibits reflecting the every day life of Bavarians during times. As the Bavarian population is asked to 
spend exhibits, it will be a museum from people to people but up to date, very modern and interactive. Guided 
tours and media guided exhibitions in English will be available. More information follows. By the way did you 
know that 2018 will mark the 100 year anniversary of the constitution of the Free State of Bavaria? But even 
hundreds of years before Regensburg had been the first capital of Bavaria in the 6th century AD.



TYPICAL BAVARIAN RESTAURANTS

DICKER MANN 
Located not far from Haidplatz in the 
impressive Krebsgasse, Dicker Mann is  
an inn dating back to the 14th century.  
It is a perfect venue for groups. It has an 
attractive, Mediterranean-style courtyard 
and an inviting open-air dining area under 
the historical arcades at the front side of 
the restaurant. Special lunchtime offers 
Monday – Sunday, prices from € 4.90 to  
€ 9.50, group meals on request.

    100  |    100  |  

REGENSBURGER RATSKELLER
The “Ratskeller“, known in earlier times as 
a place for culinary highlights, has been re-
vived preserving the historical atmosphere. 
Enjoy a hearty meal with ingredients from 
in-house and regional production. In addi-
tion we serve select wines and refreshing 
traditional “Bischofs hof“ beer. Rejoice in the 
beautiful Old Town in our outdoor seating 
area or in the historic vaults that are over a 
hundred years old.

   200  |    150

BOOK YOUR STAY WITH THE REGENSBURG EXPERTS

  Duration in minutes         Outdoor seating 11

KNEITINGER BREWERY
“Kneitinger” – a traditional institution in 
Regensburg. The pub brewery is a living legend 
among the traditional establishments in the 
city. Here you will find authentic Bavarian hos-
pitality – the well-loved beer bridges, different 
nationalities and generations. Typical Bavarians 
rub shoulders with people from Asia, artists 
with entrepreneurs and students with pension-
ers. Hearty Bavarian specialities and the famous 
bock beer ensure a congenial atmosphere.

   25/95  |    –  | 

WELTENBURGER AM DOM 
HERZOGSSAAL & HERZOGSHOF
The historical tradition of the “Regensburger 
Herzogs hof” dates back over a thousand years. 
Enjoy the atmosphere and savour delicious  
Bavarian specialities in the restaurant or try the 
world famous Weltenburg beer in the historical 
bar parlour, in the shady beer garden or on our 
sunny terrace. Built in 1220, the “Herzogssaal” 
ducal banquet hall is available today for  
weddings, festive private events and meetings.

   160  |    200

HAUS HEUPORT
Bang in front of the Cathedral, which is the 
city‘s mightiest landmark, the Heuport  
restaurant, located in a medieval, patrician 
town house, invites you to partake of a wide 
variety of dishes, ranging from generous 
breakfasts to regional lunchtime cuisines and 
romantic evening dinners. In the summer,  
the sunny street café or the Mediterranean 
courtyard invite you to linger on. 

   250  |    180 

REGENSBURGER WEISSBRÄUHAUS 
Experience a brewing tradition that dates back 
to 1620. We brew our own beer, in full compli-
ance with the Bavarian Purity Law, in copper 
brewing kettles located right in the middle 
of our restaurant. We believe our guests are 
entitled to the best – which is why we serve 
only the finest products, sourced from our 
family-owned butcher shop. All vegetables are 
home-grown, and freshness is guaranteed.  
Quality and tradition have never tasted so good!

   150  |    40  | 

Tastes good, naturally!

Rathausplatz 1  |  93047 Regensburg  |  Phone:  
+49 941 280522-22  |  info@regensburger-ratskeller.de  
www.regensburger-ratskeller.de

Krebsgasse 6  |  93047 Regensburg   
Phone: +49 941 57370  |  Fax: +49 941 58612428   
kontakt@dicker-mann.de  |  www.dicker-mann.de

Schwarze-Bären-Str. 6  |  93047 Regensburg  |  Phone:  
+49 941 5997703  |  info@regensburger-weissbrauhaus.de 
www.regensburger-weissbrauhaus.de

Domplatz 7  |  93047 Regensburg
Phone: +49 941 59992-97  |  Fax: -99 
info@heuport.de  |  www.heuport.de

Domplatz 3  |  93047 Regensburg  |  Phone: +49 941 
586146-0  |  Fax: -29  |  info@weltenburger-am-dom.de   
www.weltenburger-am-dom.de

The Reichingers  |  Arnulfsplatz 3  |  93047 Regensburg
Phone: +49 941 52455  |  Fax: +49 941 5999982  
info@reichinger.info  |  www.knei.de
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REGENSBURG‘S SPECIALITIES

ONLY IN REGENSBURG – A SELECTION

THE HATMAKER
The process of creating a hat is a gentle and 
complicated manufacturing technique and 
today it is hard to find someone who still mas-
ters this traditional handcraft. Andreas Nuslan 
knows this craft even today. His customers in-
clude filmmakers, the royal families of Europe 
and famous celebrities throughout the world.

HISTORIC “WURSTKUCHL”  
(SAUSAGE KITCHEN)
Taste traditional and hand-made sausages 
from the oldest sausage kitchen in the 
world. The Historic “Wurstkuchl” (sausage 
kitchen) next to the river Danube offers 
the finest handmade sausages along with 
Sauerkraut and traditional buns. 

CAFÉ PRINZESS 

Take a seat in the oldest coffee house of 
Germany. Café Prinzess offers hand-made 
cakes and pastries. It was opened in 1676 
when it started making delicious pralines 
for international ambassadors to the  
Imperial Assembly in 1676 and these can be 
ordered even today.

DOMSPATZEN  
(CATHEDRAL SPARROWS)
In Regensburg you can listen to an exception-
al boys’ choir: the Domspatzen (Cathedral 
Sparrows). The choir has over 1000 years of 
tradition and is considered to be the oldest 
boys’ choir in Germany. They can be heard at 
the famous St. Peter‘s Cathedral accompanying 
the mass every Sunday at 10 am (except during 
Bavarian summer vacations from the beginning 
of August until mid September).

HÄNDLMAIER
Taste traditional mustard from Regensburg. 
Have you ever tasted a sweet salad  
dressing made with sweet mustard? 
Händlmaier has been producing sweet 
mustard for over 100 years following the 
secret recipe of Luise Händlmaier.  
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THE RTG TEAM OFFERS YOU A COMPLETE RANGE OF SERVICES, FROM PLANNING YOUR STAY IN REGENSBURG TO MAKING RESERVATIONS:
+ Tourist Information  |  Altes Rathaus  |  93047 Regensburg  |  Phone: +49 941 507-4410, -4411  |  Fax: -4418  |  tourismus@regensburg.de
+ Guided tours and excursions: Information and booking  |  Phone: +49 941 507-3413, -3417  |  Fax:-4419
+ Packages  |  Phone: +49 941 507-5412  |  Fax: -4419

www.regensburg.us.com  |  www.regensburg.uk.com All bookings upon request and availability.
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